Abstract: Cavity polaritons are mixed states, partially micro-cavity photon and partially material excitation, which behave as bosons up to a critical density. In the case of excitonic polaritons, the critical parameter is the Mott density, which cannot be tailored, in a given material system. Interestingly, in the case of intersubband polaritons, such critical density can be engineered to a large extent via the doping. We show that this observation has crucial implications for intersubband polariton lasers, we discuss the current experimental progress, and we make a strong case in favor of their development.
Introduction
We are accustomed to optoelectronic devices operating in the weak coupling regime between light and matter. Conventional lasers, for instance, operate in this regime and rely on population inversion to achieve optical gain. Recent years have seen a surge of interest for quantum systems operating in the strong coupling regime instead, i.e. when the coupling strength for the light-matter interaction is so strong, that perturbation theory does not suit anymore the description of the system. The new eigenmodes are a superposition of states -partially light, partially material excitation -called cavity polaritons.
In the realm of semiconductors, exciton-polaritons are the most widely studied. Originally reported in 1992 [1] , it was soon clear that their extremely light mass -together with the bosonic character inherited from the excitonic component -could lead to Bose-Einstein condensates at relatively high temperatures. In this context, a different type of "laser" was proposed in 1996 [2] , which does not rely on population inversion, but on bosonic final-state stimulation. In a bosonic system, the probability of transition towards a final state is proportional to the population of said state [3] . Polariton lasing happens when the scattering time towards the ground state -typically at k=0 -is shorter than the lifetime of the final state: population then builds up abruptly. However, the polariton density cannot be chosen at will, but must comply with the upper limit set by the Mott transition density (n Mott ). Above n Mott , excitons -and therefore exction-polaritons too -cannot be considered bosons anymore since the inter-particle distance becomes comparable to the radius of the exciton.
Recently, polaritons have been explored in a different system, where the material excitation is an intersubband (ISB) transition (or, to be more rigorous, an ISB plasmon) in a semiconductor quantum well (QW). They are called intersubband polaritons [4] . ISB transitions constitute the backbone principle behind quantum cascade (QC) lasers, and transferring their flexibility into the realm of polaritons has been one of the motivations behind the development of ISB polaritonics. In the context of final state stimulated scattering, the bosonic character of ISB polaritons is of crucial importance. They are composite bosons, under certain limits. As discussed in Refs. [5, 6] , if b + q is the creation operator of the bright ISB excitation with wavevector q, the commutation operator taken on a state |I> with N exc ISB excitations is:
, where n QW is the QW number, and N el is total the number of electrons in the QW. The formula states that the commutator is bosonic, provided that a limited number of excitations is present, i.e. that N exc << n QW ·N el . This is a new degree of freedom: in ISB polariton systems, the upper density limit for bosonic operation is no more rigidly fixed -as it is the case of the Mott density for excitons -but it can be engineered by design with the electronic doping. The maximum temperature at which an ISB polariton condensate can be sustained and the maximum output power of an ISB polariton laser can therefore be optimized / maximized.
Based on the aforementioned considerations, in this talk we will develop a perspective for intersubband polariton bosonic lasers based on a semi-quantitative analysis of realistic device architectures. We will show that intersubband polariton lasers exhibit design flexibility and a vast potential for applications, and we will make a strong case towards their development. Finally, we will detail a roadmap to achieve this goal.
Development
We will analyze three model situations: the THz (O= 100 Pm) in the GaAs/AlGaAs system. The mid-IR (O=10 Pm) in the InGaAs/AlInAs system. And the near-IR (O=1.55 Pm) in the GaN/AlN system. Most importantly, we will detail the microcavity resonator which is the crucial ingredient.
We have developed optical resonators for mid-IR/THz ISB polaritons which offer an energy minimum at k // =0 with a positive, parabolic dispersion [7, 8] . Using metal-insulator-metal (MIM) cavities, it is now possible to mimic the polaritonic dispersion of exciton-polariton systems based on Fabry-Perot cavities (as schematically depicted in Fig. 1a and demonstrated experimentally in Fig. 1b) , which has been the enabling tool behind the demonstration of exciton-polariton lasers. The dispersion is crucial, as it enables polariton-polariton or polariton-phonon scattering processes -as depicted in Fig. 1a -on which a polaritonic laser or amplifier relies on. In the context of ISB polaritons, we suggest that it is more effective at this time to rely on phonon-polariton scattering, as originally discussed in Ref. [5] , since little is known yet on polariton-polariton processes. [8] .
